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Most readers will be familiar with the procedures in a sudoku puzzle, the most
common of which consist of nine boxes each containing nine squares in which are
written the numbers one to nine, the whole being structured in such a way that each
number occurs only once in any row, column or box. In 2005 The Independent
newspaper began carrying, every Saturday, a “super-sudoku”. These are hexadecimal
puzzles, that is having sixteen boxes of sixteen squares. The convention followed was
to use the numbers 0 – 9 and the letters A-F. In working on these puzzles each week it
seemed to me that there had to be some way of turning them into a piece of music.
The diagrams reminded me particularly of the pieces by Morton Feldman in which an
instrument’s register is divided into three, with square boxes containing numbers of
notes to be played.
At around the same time I had invested in Apple Mac’s iLife, which features a rough
and ready program called GarageBand – a basic editing and composition package
aimed at teenage rock musicians, allowing the user to mix real instruments, MIDIgenerated synthesizers and loops of various kinds. Faced with the amount of choice
available I initially did nothing with it. Most composers will tell you, I suspect, that
the worst way to begin a piece is with a blank sheet of paper. Far better to have
restrictions – duration, instrumentation, circumstance of performance, anything to
limit the impossibly vast ocean of musical possibilities. I continued to look at the
weekly sudoku diagrams. What could they mean? What use could these sixteen
symbols be to me? Then, as so often, John Cage was there to show the way. The
number sixteen made me think of his use of the I-Ching, with its sixty-four
possibilities. Suppose I superimposed four sudoku charts. That would give me the
possibility of four numbers in each square, each one of which could give me a
different parameter with sixteen variables. I bought a book of super-sudokus and set
to work, superimposing four diagrams. The result looks something like this (Ex. 1)

Ex. 1: Superimposed sudoku grids
The group of sixteen squares have been sub-divided into eight pairs, as shown by the
small diagram towards the bottom of the page. Each would represent one musical
track in the finished composition.
For the early sudoku pieces I used drum kit sounds in GarageBand, finding sixteen
individual figures - sounds or groups of sounds which could be played on my MIDI
keyboard. Each figure would be one or two bars long in GarageBand’s default time
signature of 4/4. The top right-hand number of the possible four refers to these sixteen
figures. The top left-hand number gave the number of bars of silence before a figure.

The bottom right-hand square told me how many times the figure was to be played.
The bottom left-hand square referred to panning, that is to say how far left or right a
sound occured in the stereo image, with eight equal degrees to the left and eight to the
right. (In the actual example given, which is from a slightly later piece, the four
numbers refer to figure, transposition, repetition and silence)
The early sudokus are very sparse. I was after a vaguely oriental, ritualistic sound, and
so the basic tempo is quite slow. The system I had devised allowed for a good deal of
silence. If there is no number in the top right-hand square then there will be no sound
– but the number of repetitions and the bars of silence would still apply, and so I
could have “nothing” repeated sixteen times and the followed by sixteen bars of
silence!

Ex. 2: Sudoku 1
Here is the opening of Sudoku 1, whose score is shown above. The rain-stick sound
and cymbals you will hear took two bars. The whole piece is fifteen minutes: this
example ends at the first silence.
[Sound-file 1]
The first four sudokus used the same basic gamut of sounds. I note that Sudoku 2,3
and 4 followed on successive days; once I discover a potential I get excited. In
Sudoku 5 I used bell sounds, a simple fifth from middle C to G being the basic

interval, with one of the numbers this time telling me transpositions – no number
meant no transposition, 1-8 meant one to eight semitones lower, 9-16 meant one to
seven semitones higher. Another number gave me differing volume levels. For this
piece I added another freedom, with each bar lasting ten seconds and my playing each
chord freely within that time bracket – a homage to Morton Feldman. I purposely
recorded each track on its own without hearing the others so that I would not be
influenced by what I had already done. In the score (Ex. 3), the number 0 represents a
bar of silence, the incremental numbers 1,2,3,4 and so on to repetitions of the silence.
The large numbers show transpositions, minus numbers being downwards. The small
numbers in brackets show dynamics. The numbers in red are for making the
recording, telling me on which track to place each event so as to use the fewest
number of tracks.

Ex.3: Sudoku 5
[Sound-file 2]
After Sudoku 5 I introduced a different technique. So far I had ignored the loops
provided within GarageBand, but here I used readymade material from outside. As I
had been creating a vaguely Eastern atmosphere it seemed appropriate to make use of

readymade Eastern material, in this case the music of the Japanese Gagaku. I took a
recording and chose sixteen short sections. In GarageBand it is not possible to alter
the pitch of sampled sounds, so everything is at original pitch. I simply varied
panning, together with the usual silence and repetition. The result is called
Sudogagakuku.
[Sound-file 3]
The next group of sudokus start to plunder the archive of loops in GarageBand. I
often played them much slower than they were intended – many are at around
120bpm and I typically played them at 40, which is the slowest tempo the program
will handle. Here is an example, from Sudoku 11, made in September 2005.
[Sound-file 4]
In Sudoku 14 I used drum patterns in multiples of four bars. This time I also
introduced the idea of displacement from the beat – the numbers 1-16 indicate
numbers of semiquavers after the downbeat where the figure will begin. Since I had
chosen a fairly slow tempo – 70 bpm, this displacement makes the music appear to
move faster. This is thirteen minutes long – the average duration of the Sudokus
written up to this point is nearly twelve minutes.
[Sound-file 5]
Let me at this point anticipate two questions. Why are these pieces the length they are
and why do I not simply choose the sounds I like and combine them in an empirical
way? Well, to answer the second question first, I do choose the sounds I like. There
are hundreds of loops to choose from in GarageBand and I select the ones that seem
to go together for a particular piece, like collecting pebbles on a beach. With the
drum sudoku you have just heard I chose sixteen rhythms that I thought were
sufficiently interesting in their own right and which would combine in an interesting
way. When I start writing a sudoku I try out various combinations of loops to see how
they might work together. Sometimes they work well, sometimes not, in which case I
try other combinations or sometimes just abandon the idea. The durations of the early
sudokus depended on how many large squares of the grids I allotted to each track –
generally one or two, at slow tempos. Because of the system employed some tracks
inevitably went on longer than others, which is why there are silences in the pieces –
in Sudoku 5 one track in particular went on way after the others had finished, and
there is a silence of almost two minutes towards the end of the piece. In any case,
having selected the sounds I combine them by non-empiric means so that I am not
restricted to my particular tastes in a microcosmic situation, only in a macrocosmic
one; I like being surprised. Having said that, there is, in every sudoku, a “postproduction” phase where I make artistic choices with regard to any factors which are
not determined by the numbers in the grid; these choices may involve placing tracks
or events in the stereo picture, equalising or limiting dynamics, adding reverberation,
smoothing out the end of a loop if it finishes with a click or seems too abrupt; I work
as a recording engineer, in other words.
As the sudokus went on I began to alter the process slightly. For one thing, I now
often found myself needing more than four variables; in Sudoku 22, again using

outside readymade material, in this case selected moments from one section of
Petrouchka, I needed to determine how much silence before an event, which of
sixteen excerpts to use, number of repeats, space between repeats and displacement
from the beat. It was at this point that I stopped using sudoku grids and reverted to a
book which has long brought me solace and consolation, the Tables of Random
Permutations by Lincoln E. Moses and Robert V. Oakford1. Later still I moved to
online random digit generators. However, the basic principle of sixteen (sometimes
eight, sometimes four) remained, which is why I continue to call the pieces sudoku. In
many of the pieces I have treated volume levels simply and systematically – Sudoku
21 has each event slightly quieter than the last, so the whole piece is an eight and a
half minute fade, many of the later sudokus have each event fade in from silence,
reach maximum volume half-way through then fade out, or they may have one of four
possible envelopes which simply alternate , beginning with the first event of track one
and ending with the last event of track eight.

The overall duration of piece is sometimes decided beforehand, or may be
determined by how long it takes for all sixteen events to show up when reading
through the random numbers. In a few pieces I have avoided total silence by having
one track run unchanged throughout the piece. The process evolves, in other words;
after all, I am not trying to demonstrate a principle or construct a law, I am writing
pieces of electronic music.

1

Lincoln E. Moses and Robert V. Oakford, Tables of Random Permutations (London,
George Allen & Unwin, 1963)

Ex.4: Sudoku 34
In Sudoku 34 the sound sources are synthesizer textures called “Gorai Atmosphere” in
GarageBand. There are eight pitches, chosen at random from the gamut of sixty-one
basic pitches on my MIDI keyboard and visible to the left of the number 34 above.
Each pitch has a different flanging pattern. I determined that the piece would be
around sixteen minutes long, with each pitch occurring once. The method for deciding
where they would occur is that used by La Monte Young in his Poem of 1960 – that is
to say, the sixteen minutes were divided into seconds, giving 960. Random numbers
were then used to give beginnings and endings of each sound. Ex. 5 shows page 191
of the random digit book.

Ex. 5: Tables of Random Permutations, p.191
I used pairs of numbers, the lower being the starting point and the higher the ending. I
should mention here, though I’m sure it is quite obvious, that the scores to these
pieces are simply workings out of numbers to allow me to record the piece. There is
no way in which these pieces of paper can be used in another context. The letters L
and R in the score give pannings from left to right or right to left. I wanted the sounds
always to be in motion.
[Sound-file 6]
As of August 2007 I have made fifty-six sudokus. I will end by playing part of
number fifty-three, which evokes the idea of very discreet vibraphones in a shopping
mall – the mall itself is from a BBC sound effects CD and, apart from adding
reverberation, has been left as is. There are sixteen vibraphone samples which are

affected by transposition, volume, and panning. This is one of the sudokus in which
the piece continues until all sixteen samples have been heard.
[Sound-file 7]
In conclusion, many of the sudoku pieces were intended as ambient music, especially
those such as 34, of which there are quite a few, most lasting between fifteen and
twenty-five minutes. These are quite uneventful, with textures changing very slowly.
It is perhaps in their nature for the pieces to tend to this circumstance given that my
compositional methods for these pieces do not permit a narrative structure or any
form of development. This is not my only way of writing music of course, but this
strand of my work has proved to be a rich one, at least as far as I am concerned, and I
see no reason not to continue with it.
Note: This paper deliberately eschews contextual material. The reader is directed to
Virginia Anderson’s paper ‘Just the job for that lazy Sunday afternoon’: British
Readymades and Systems Music presented at the same conference.

